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AUDIENCE TARGETING AD PERSONALIZATION

GEO TARGETING FLIGHTING

Aside from the standard demographics, consider how your 
audience behaves, 
both in general and online.

Create a persona (or multiple ones) 
that include these elements:

Parental Status
Go-To Content
Affinities (Teams, Causes, Bands, etc.)
Device Preferences
Event Impacts (Weather, Sports, Economics, News, etc.)

Combined with audience micro-targeting, ad personalization 
drove 16% higher view rates and 3% higher CTRs in this recent 
success story.

Video can achieve any geographic level KPIs in a given 
campaign: national, regional and/or local.

Next-generation software builds true national-local 
campaigns that manage spend across multiple DMAs 
while running store-level creative and gathering data 
about local audiences. 

Once you identify your geo-targeted locations, consider how 
you might use video to satisfy different level KPIs.

Think beyond start dates and end dates to how events might 
impact flights. E.g., if running a sports-related campaign, how 
do teams winning or losing affect your campaign?

Dayparting is another strategic consideration. Are there 
specific times of day your audiences may be more receptive
to your messages or offers, as in this Wendy’s success story?

5am 9pm

Consider how you might personalize your ad by creating
 different versions or dynamically adding content such as:

Location-specific info
 Offers

Product images
People images (agents, reps, etc.)
Affinities or interests (e.g., team names)
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And d�’t f�get these s�ategic c�sid�ati�s:
BRAND SAFETY  
Beyond adult content and unrated content, consider which content you don’t want your 
ad to play with. Be sensitive to news, games and entertainment that may not align with 
your brand and message. 

MEDIA MIX 
What other media will run as part of the campaign and how does video complement it?  
Consider how to measure the lift that video provides for other media in the campaign. 

OPTIMIZATION 
Determine the key metric for which you want to optimize the campaign—completed 
views, impressions, audience reach, etc. 
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